
Epistemology

includes foundations

of mathematics

Reduction to

logic has failed



Reduction in

natural

knowledge: bodies

to sense-data

Hume identified

bodies with sense

impressions

But statements

about future

behaviour of bodies

could not be

reduced (=problem

of induction)

The problem of

induction cannot

be solved

Contextual

definition is a step

forward in

conceptual

reduction



The problem of

induction is intact

Utility of

Carnapian

reductions

Two principles are

intact: doctrine of

sensory evidence

and meaning

verificationism

The plurality of

rational

reconstructions

Can epistemology

rest on psychology?

Is there a

circularity?



No threat of

circularity if no

attempt to deduce

science from

observation

Psychology is

inept in delivering

translations of

scientific

statements

But reductions

cannot deliver

translations

either... Then psychology

can offer base for

epistemology



Meaning holism

explains why

theoretical

statements cannot

be translated

individually

Science is

underdetermined by

evidence

Verificatonism is

intact



Language is a

social and natural

institution
Epistemology is a

part of psychology

Old epistemological

questions are

answered in a new

way

No threat of

circularity: science

is a process in the

world



The status of

observation

sentences

They are those

conditioned to

occurrent

stimulations...

...but also to their

own meanings

This leads to the

analytic/synthetic

distinction

Analytic sentences

are assented to

community-wide

Observation

sentence defined via

community-wide

agreement



Criterion of

community

membership

Is every

observation

theory-laden?

But there is a

privileged class of

observation

sentences!

We need to

distinguish

observation

sentences from the

rest to protect the

notion of scientific

evidence and to

explain language

acquisition

Observation

sentences are

meaningful in

isolation from the

rest of sentences in

a language



Naturalism:

Reality to be

described in science

alone

Math is included

in science



No sense-data

language

Knowledge of reality

is explained by

looking at the

workings of the brain

Stimulus

constitutes the

causal chain before

it reaches the body's

surface

Stimulus is to be

associated with

total neural intake

Perceptual

similarity, cashed in

terms of neural

intakes, is the basis

of all learning and

inductive inferences



Observation

sentences,

naturalistically

construed, are

analogues of sense-

data

Reification

naturalistically

construed

Science is an

extension of

observation

Universal assent

and intersubjectivity

characterise

observation

Observation

sentences provide

for learning and

testability



Purposes of science

Natural selection

accounts for

prediction

The project of

naturalised

epistemology

reviewed

Physicalism is just

another scientific

hypothesis

Mathematics

naturalised

It has empirical

content by virtue

of its use in

scientific theories

Mathematics is

irrefutable by our

own (reasonable)

choice



The status of

non-applied

mathematics

Ontological debate

Association of

observation

sentences with

neural input is not

unique across

different contexts

Indeterminacy

of reference



Objecthood is of

our own making

Unified ontology

possible

Transcendent

reality dismissed




